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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Enfys Ecology have been commissioned by Adra to conduct an arboricultural survey 

of land associated with the former Railway Institute, Euston Road, Bangor, North 

Wales. This report details the arboricultural impact of developing the site, 

subsequent mitigation recommendations and protective measures. 

 

1.2 The survey was carried out on the 11th of March 2021 by means of inspection from 

ground level by Rob Taylor FdSc, MSc, a qualified Arboricultural Consultant. Trees 

were assessed in accordance with BS 5837:2012 Trees in Relation to design, 

demolition and construction – Recommendations. 

 

1.3 Under the British Standard the assessment of trees is made objectively.  The 

categorisation method identifies the quality and value of the existing tree stock.  

 

1.4 A topographic plan was used to record the position of trees and vegetation 

(ADR_250221_002). Where the age distribution and species mix of tree cover was 

relatively uniform, trees were plotted as groups. A number of trees were not plotted 

on the topographic plan, in which case, on-site measurements and estimations were 

used to plot their locations. 

 

1.5 A total of 13 individual trees (T1-T13) and 3 groups of trees (G1-G3) were surveyed 

and mapped (refer to Drawing 1). All arboricultural information recorded during the 

survey is presented at Appendix 1. 

 

1.6 The nature of the soils on site was not assessed during the survey.   

 

1.7 This report provides the results of the survey and includes the following: 

  

▪ A schedule of all trees located on, or within influencing distance of the proposed 

development site (Appendix 1); 

▪ An assessment based on BS 5837:2012, of trees in terms of their potential value 

within any future development.  On the basis of this assessment trees have 

been categorised into one of four categories: A, B, C or U (Appendices 1 & 2); 

▪ An assessment, based on BS 5837:2012, of the requirement for protection of 

trees during the demolition and construction phase (Section 5); 

▪ Advice on removal, retention and management of trees based on their current 

condition (Section 6); 

▪ A Tree Constraints Plan detailing tree quality categories, canopy spreads and 

Root Protection Areas (RPA) for all trees surveyed (Drawing 1); and 

▪ A Tree Implications and Protection Plan detailing the development proposals, 

trees to be retained and removed, tree protection fencing alignment and areas 

of specialised ground treatment (Drawing 2). 
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2.0 THE SITE AND SURROUNDINGS 
 

2.1 The site lies off Euston Road, approximately 0.5km to the southwest of Bangor town 

centre, Gwynedd, North Wales.  The immediately surrounding area is predominantly 

residential although land associated with a Royal Mail depot lies immediately beyond 

the south and east boundaries.  

 

2.2 The site is characterised predominantly by derelict hardstanding and debris 

associated with the now demolished Bangor Railway Institute building. The survey 

area gently rises in elevation from south to north before rising steeply towards the 

northern boundary  towards residential gardens and Euston Road.  An approximately 

1m deep ditch runs along the southern and eastern boundaries.  

 

2.3 Weather conditions during the survey were dry and overcast. 

 

Development Proposals 

 

2.4 The proposed development includes the construction of a new residential apartment 

building. 25 apartment units will occupy four storeys and a small parking area and 

soft landscaping will be developed to the east of the new building.  

 

2.5 Detail of the proposals is shown on Drawing 2 and is based on the proposed site plan 

(Ref: C1045_EUS-AGA-A1-00-DR-A-0008/9) supplied by Ainsley Gommon Architects.  

 

 

3.0 STATUTORY PROTECTION 

 

 Tree Preservation Orders & Conservation Area Designations 

 

3.1 Where it is considered expedient to do so, local authorities reserve the right to create 

Tree Preservation Orders (TPO) to protect the amenity value conferred to a location 

by a tree or group of trees.  Where a TPO is in force, lopping, topping, felling, 

uprooting or wilful damage caused to a tree is prohibited and such actions may be 

prosecuted and incur an unlimited fine.  Works to TPO protected trees must only be 

undertaken with the written consent of the local authority.  

 

3.2 Trees also have a significant role in complementing and enhancing the character, 

history and architectural form of those areas which have been designated with 

Conservation Area status. Prior to undertaking any tree work within a Conservation 

Area, there is a legal obligation to submit a six week ‘Notice of Intent’ to the LPA in 

accordance with section 211 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990. 

 

3.3 Consultation with Gwynedd County Council confirmed that at the time of writing, that 

no trees on or immediately adjacent to the site were subject to Tree Preservation 

Orders or stand within a Conservation Area.  
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 Protected Species – Bats and Barn Owls 

 

3.4 Mature trees often contain cavities, crevices and hollows which are a potential habitat 

for roosting bats. Bats are afforded protection under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), as well as under Schedule 2 of the Conservation 

of Species and Habitats Regulations 2010 (as amended), and as such causing damage 

to a bat roost constitutes an offence. 

 

3.5 Tree cavities, crevasses and hollows are also potential nesting sites for owl species, 

including barn owls; a species included on the ‘Amber List’ of Birds of Conservation 

Concern in the UK owing to habitat loss.  

 

3.6 A preliminary ground level appraisal of the wildlife habitat value of each tree was 

undertaken by a trained layperson of the arboricultural survey. No features of interest 

to bats or barn owls were noted, however, the extent of any bat roost or owl nest 

potential in trees should be determined by the project ecologist. 

 

3.7 Should the presence of a bat roost or owl nest be suspected whilst undertaking works 

on any other trees and groups on site, operations must be halted until a licensed bat 

handler or ecologist can provide advice. 

 

  Protected Species - Birds 

 

3.8 Trees are a potential habitat for nesting birds, which (as well as their nests and eggs) 

are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). This makes 

it an offence to intentionally or recklessly, damage or destroy an active birds nest or 

any part thereof. 

 

3.9 Due to the suitability of the trees within the survey boundary for nesting birds, all tree 

work should ideally be undertaken outside the bird nesting season (British bird nesting 

season: March to September inclusive).   

 

3.10 If this is not possible then a detailed inspection of each tree should be undertaken by 

a qualified ecologist immediately prior to the arboricultural works. Should an active 

nest be found (being built, containing eggs or chicks) then any work likely to affect the 

nest must be halted until chicks have fledged. 
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4.0  TREE POPULATION  

 

4.1 13 individual trees (T1-T13) and 3 groups of trees (G1-G3) were recorded within 

influencing distance of the site. A schedule of all trees and groups in terms of species, 

condition, age management recommendations and BS 5837:2012 quality categories is 

provided at Appendix 1. 

 

4.2 The majority of the surveyed trees are positioned along the site peripheries and 

comprise predominantly self-seeded, broadleaved species. With the exception of one 

group of mature ornamental trees on third party land (group G3), they are entirely of 

low arboricultural and landscape merit. 

 
4.3 Immediately adjacent the existing entrance and flanking the southern boundary of the 

site, are a number of self-seeded ash, sycamore and holly trees. They are of young to 

middle-age class and many are situated alongside a ditch and metal fence, restricting 

their growth and future potential. Although the majority of the trees along this 

boundary display reasonable crown vigour, numerous stem wounding and decay was 

recorded. One ash tree (T2) displays symptoms of ash die back disease, severely 

reducing its future potential.  

 

4.4 In the northeast corner of the site is a group of self-seeded trees and shrubs (tree T7 

and group G2), almost entirely sycamore and buddleja. They are growing on a steep 

embankment amongst building rubble, debris and litter. Although vigorous, the young 

age class and generally poor form of the sycamore trees reduces their arboricultural 

and landscape merit. 
 

4.5 Further to the west along the northern boundary are four self-seeded, young to middle 

aged sycamore trees (T9-T12). They are of low value due weak, multi-stemmed form 

and stem decay. They are also in an unsuitable location atop a steep embankment and 

are restricted due to rubble and debris or the existing metal fence. Tree T8 is a dense, 

vigorous hawthorn atop the embankment. It has typical multi-stemmed form but an 

asymmetrically weighted crown. 
 

4.6 Standing to the east of the site are 3 mature Corsican pine trees (G3). They are 

ornamental planting within the Royal Mail depot and make a substantial contribution 

to the surrounding landscape. They are in good condition and although ivy-clad, they 

display no visible defects.  
 

4.7 Tree and group locations, their quality categories and canopy spreads are shown on 

Drawing 1. 
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 Tree Quality Categorisation 

 

4.8 Under BS 5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction – 
Recommendations trees and groups are objectively assigned a quality category 

designed to quantify their value within any future development.  Table 1, below, 

presents a summary of the categories presented in the British Standard.  The full 

table has been reproduced at Appendix 2. 

 

4.9 Table 2, below, details which of those trees surveyed come under each tree quality 

category.  
 

    Table 1: Summary of BS 5837 tree quality categorisation criteria  

Category A Trees of high value including those that are particularly good examples of their species 

and/or those that have visual importance or significant conservation or other value 

Category B Trees of moderate value including those that do not qualify as Category A due to impaired 

condition and/or those that collectively have higher value than they would as individuals; 

also trees with material conservation or other value 

Category C Trees of low value including those with very limited merit or impaired condition; trees 

offering transient or temporary landscape benefits 

Category U Trees with irremediable defects and anticipated early loss due to collapse; dead trees or 

those in immediate decline and those with infection pathogens that threaten other trees 

 
 Table 2: BS 5837:2005 Quality Categorisation for surveyed trees 

Category A Category B Category C Category U 

Trees 

- - 

T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, 

T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, 

T11, T12, T13 

- 

TOTAL: 0 TOTAL: 0 TOTAL: 13 TOTAL: 0 

Groups 

- G3 G1, G2 - 

TOTAL: 0 TOTAL: 1 TOTAL: 2 TOTAL: 0 
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5.0 IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

 

5.1 Table 3, below, lists the number and quality of trees that will require removal in order 

to facilitate the development proposals and those that can be retained.  This is the 

result of an assessment based on the proposed site plan and discussions with the 

client regarding their application strategy. 

 
Table 3: Arboricultural implications of the proposed development 

 Tree Quality Category 

 A B C R 

Trees and groups that 

can be retained 
- G3 

T5, T6, T7, T13, 

G1, G2 
- 

Trees and groups that 

require removal to 

facilitate development 

- - 

T1, T2, T3, T4, 

T8, T9, T10, 

T11, T12 

- 

       See Appendix 1, Arboricultural Data Sheets for subcategories 

 

5.2 9 individual trees must be removed to facilitate the development proposals. These 

are all of low arboricultural value and are located either directly within the footprint 

of the new apartment building or too close to be retained in a healthy and stable 

condition.  

 

5.3 The only arboricultural feature of moderate value (G3) will not be impacted on by the 

development due to its position at a lower ground level and distance from the site 

boundary. These trees are approaching full mature size so future  encroachment on 

the development site is not anticipated.  

 

5.4 The remaining trees may be retained and incorporated into the development and may 

be improved and augmented as part of an approved landscaping scheme.  

 

5.5 Fencing and temporary ground protection will be necessary to safeguard the healthy 

retention of existing trees. As these trees are already position atop a steep 

embankment, this will only slightly reduce the useable area for works and storage of 

materials during development.  

 

5.6 Where planning permission is granted, the retention schedule shown in Table 3 and 

Drawing 2 would normally form a part of that permission.  Any change to this 

schedule would therefore be likely to require an application to vary the consent. 
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6.0 TREE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS  

 

Root Protection Areas 

 

6.1 As per BS 5837:2012, the Root Protection Area (RPA) is calculated using the trees 

diameter at 1.5 metres (refer to Appendix 1) and represents the minimum area 

around each tree that must be left undisturbed to ensure their survival. 

 

6.2 Tree roots typically spread two times the width of the crown, although this figure may 

be significantly increased for certain species and where specific ground conditions are 

present.  The majority of tree roots are found in the top 600 mm of soil and most of the 

fine roots that absorb water and nutrients are found in the top 100 mm. 

 

6.3 The morphology of roots is influenced by past and present site conditions (the 

presence of roads, structures and underground services), soil type, topography and 

drainage.  This means that a tree’s roots may not be uniform in their extent and the 

RPA may not be a circular area centred on the tree stem. 

 

6.4 Notable barriers to growth on this site are likely to be existing areas of hardstanding 

and the ditch travelling along the southern site boundary as well as compacted areas 

of rubble and debris. Roots are unlikely to be absent in all these areas but where 

unfavourable conditions exist, growth will certainly be impeded. The RPA may be 

adjusted or offset to most accurately represent the likely spread of roots for each 

individual tree (refer to Drawing 1).  

 

Protective Fencing and Exclusion Zones 

 

6.5 Temporary protective barrier fencing will be required to demarcate a Construction 

Exclusion Zone (CEZ) around retained trees.  This must be put in place prior to the 

commencement of any development works, including bringing machinery or materials 

onto site, the erection of site huts or demolition of the existing house.   

 

6.6 The CEZ acts to protect both tree roots and branches and has been extended to 

incorporate canopy spread where appropriate.    

 

6.7 Protective fencing alignment is shown on Drawing 2. 

 

6.8 The fencing must be fixed into the ground to withstand accidental impact from 

machinery and to ensure that a sufficient protective area is maintained. A weatherproof 

notice stating ‘Construction Exclusion Zone – Keep Out’ must be fixed to each fencing 

panel Details of recommended protective fencing are shown in Appendix 3. 

 

6.9 Any alteration to the fencing alignment to allow for approved activities will be made 

in agreement with the council’s Arboricultural Officer.  
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6.10 The protective fencing must not be removed until the physical construction phase has 

been completed and all vehicles have been removed from site, to the satisfaction of 

the council’s Arboricultural Officer. 

 

Ground Contamination 

 

6.11 Storage areas for liquids such as fuels, oil or paint should not be located within 10m 

of any trees on or within proximity to the site due to the risk of soil contamination 

caused by accidental spillage.   

 

6.12 Particular care must be taken when working on or close to sloping ground to avoid 

unintentional runoff into the rooting area of retained trees. 

 

Ground Level Changes 

 

6.13 A rise or reduction in soil level can have major implications on the longevity and 

health of the trees.  Minor changes (up to 100mm) can be tolerated in some cases 

but is heavily dependent on tree species, condition and growing environment. 

 

6.14 Existing ground levels within the Construction Exclusion Zone should be respected 

as far as is reasonably practicable. The advice of a qualified Arboricultural Consultant 

should be sought if level changes are required. 

 

 

7.0 MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Pre-start Meeting 

 

7.1 To reinforce the required tree protection measures and avoid the requirement for 

ongoing arboricultural supervision, a pre-start meeting should be arranged between 

the site contractor, a qualified Arboricultural Consultant and the council’s 

Arboricultural Officer. 

 

7.2 During the meeting the alignment of protective fencing and RPAs will be marked out 

and any technical or logistical issues discussed. 

 

 Mitigation Planting & Landscaping 

 

7.3 9 individual trees must be removed to facilitate the development proposals. 

Mitigation for their loss and associated habitat should take the form of replacement 

tree planting. The following recommendations will result in a net increase in the 

arboricultural, landscape and biodiversity value of the site. 
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7.4 Beyond the eastern site boundary lies a grassed area associated with the Royal Mail 

depot. There is therefore opportunity to establish trees of medium to large mature 

crown dimensions along this boundary with minimal future problems. It is 

recommended that three trees are planted along this boundary subsequent to the 

removal of existing weed vegetation. Suitable species include hornbeam, silver 

birch, black walnut and sweet chestnut.  

 

7.5 The western end of the northern site boundary will contain a grass verge area 

suitable for the establishment of approximately three trees of a small mature size. 

Similarly, small soft landscaping areas to the immediate west of the proposed 

building will be suitable for small tree planting. Recommended species for this area 

include fastigiate varieties of ornamental cherry, pear or whitebeam.  

 

7.6 Group G2 contain self-seeded shrubs and sycamore saplings. Some of the trees that 

make up this group may be retained and incorporated into the development. 

Removal of poorer quality individuals prior to supplementary planting would 

improve the overall diversity, longevity and visual appeal of the group. Suitable 

species to consider include hazel, rowan and holly.  

 

7.7 Aftercare is vital to the survival of newly planted trees.  Provision should be made for 

the maintenance of newly planted trees and include watering, formative pruning and 

the checking of tree ties and stakes. 

 

7.8 The extent of mitigation planting will ultimately be determined in agreement with 

Gwynedd County Borough Council.  

 

Post Construction Tree Care 

 

7.9 Hazard recommendations are based on observations at the time of survey.  Trees are 

dynamic living organisms whose structure is constantly changing.  Even those in 

good condition can suffer from damage or stress.  Following site development, 

regular (annual or biennial) inspections of all retained trees should be undertaken by 

a qualified Arboricultural Consultant. 
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8.0 SUMMARY 

 

8.1 Based on an objective assessment made in accordance with BS 5837:2005 Trees in 
Relation to Construction – Recommendations, there is 1 Category B and 13 Category 

C trees and groups on or within influencing distance of the site. Tree locations, their 

quality categories, Root Protection Areas (RPA) and canopy spreads are shown on 

Drawing 1 - Tree Constraints Plan. 

 

8.2 9 individual trees must be removed to facilitate the development proposals. These 

are all of low arboricultural value and are located either directly within the footprint 

of the new apartment building or too close to be retained in a healthy and stable 

condition. 

 

8.3 At the time of the survey no trees within or immediately adjacent to the site were 

subject to Tree Preservation Orders or stand within a Conservation Area.  

 

8.4 Fencing and temporary ground protection will be necessary to safeguard the healthy 

retention of existing trees. As these trees are already position atop a steep 

embankment, this will only slightly reduce the useable area for works and storage of 

materials during development.  

 

8.5 Mitigation for the loss of tree cover and associated habitat may be achieved through 

replacement tree planting. There is sufficient space for establishing 3 trees of a 

medium to large mature size and 6 six trees of small mature size. Supplementary shrub 

and small tree planting of retained groups of trees is also recommended. This will 

result in a net increase in the site’s arboricultural, landscape and biodiversity. 

 

8.6 A pre-start meeting between the site contractor, a qualified Arboricultural Consultant 

and the council’s Arboricultural Officer will allow any technical or logistical issues to 

be discussed.  

 

 



 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 1 

 

 

ARBORICULTURAL SURVEY DATA SHEETS 

  



 

       

 

No. Species Age 
class 

Height 
(m) 

DBH FSB N S E W Comments SULE Category Recommendations 

T1 
 
 
 

Sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) 

MA 7 280 1.5 3.5 1 1 3 Stem occluded in iron 

fence. Notable stem 

wounds and decay. 

Vigorous crown. Low 

future potential. 

S C,1  

T2 Ash (Fraxinus 

excelsior) 

MA 7 240 1.5 3 2 4 2 Displaying symptoms ash 

die back disease. Notable 

stem wounds and decay. 

Multi-stemmed at base 

with poor unions. Rubble 

and debris at base. Ivy 

clad.  

S C,1  

T3 
 

Sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) 

Y 5 120 3 1 1 1 1 Suppressed in between T1 

and T2. Notable stem 

wounds and branch stubs. 

Low vigour. Rubble and 

debris around base.  

S C,1  

T4 Holly (Ilex 

aquifolium) 

MA 5 190 1.5 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 Stems bifurcate at base 

with poor union. Growing 

atop stone wall. Vigorous 

crown growing beside 

lamp post and dying ash 

stem.  

M C,1  

T5 Sycamore (Acer 

pseudoplatanus) 

MA 6 210 2 4 2 1.5 2 Growing in ditch area 

beside fence. Survey 

restricted due to access. 

Ivy-clad and vigorous. 

M C,1  

T6 Privet (Ligustrum 

ovalifolium) 

MA 4 180 1 3.5 1 2.5 1 Multi-stemmed self-

seeded tree growing in 

ditch (survey restricted). 

M C,1  



 

       

No. Species Age 
class 

Height 
(m) 

DBH FSB N S E W Comments SULE Category Recommendations 

Vigorous dense crown 

overhanging site 

boundary.  

T7 Sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) 

MA 8 280 3 3.5 3 3 3 Growing from steep 

embankment. Rubble and 

debris at base. Ivy clad. 

Minor dead wood. 

Vigorous.  

M C,1  

T8 Hawthorn 

(Crataegus 

monogyna) 

MA 5 260 0.5 1 3.5 2 4 Growing on steep 

embankment. Dense, 

vigorous crown. Typical of 

species. Asymmetric 

crown weighted to the 

SW. 

M C,1  

T9 Sycamore (Acer 

pseudoplatanus) 

Y 8 300 1 2 1.5 2 3.5 Vigorous stump regrowth. 

Poor form. Ivy-clad. Stem 

decay.  

S C,1  

T10 Sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) 

Y 7 230 2 2 3 3 2.5 Vigorous stump regrowth 

on steep embankment. 

Poor stem unions and 

decay. Low future 

potential. Rubbing limbs.  

M C,1  

T11 Sycamore (Acer 

pseudoplatanus) 

Y 8 210 1 2.5 2 2.5 3 Self-seeded tree. Stems 

bifurcate at base. Growing 

atop steep embankment. 

Beside chain link fence.  

M C,1  

T12 Sycamore (Acer 

pseudoplatanus) 

Y 6 190 1 1 2 1.5 1.5 Stems bifurcate at base. 

Growing on steep 

embankment. Low future 

potential. Vigorous. Ivy-

M C,1  



 

       

No. Species Age 
class 

Height 
(m) 

DBH FSB N S E W Comments SULE Category Recommendations 

clad.  

T13 Ash (Fraxinus 
excelsior) 

MA 8 230 2 2.5 2 3 3 Self-seeded tree. Iron 

fence occluded within 

stem. Leaning towards to 

the North. Numerous 

pruning wounds. Branch 

stubs. Reasonable vigour.  

S C,1  

G1 Sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) 

MA To 8 To 

180 

     Vigorous multi-stemmed 

trees on third party land. 

Growing atop 

embankment. Ivy-clad. 

Survey restricted due to 

access.  

M C,1  

G2 Sycamore (Acer 

pseudoplatanus); 

Buddleja 

(Buddleja dividii) 

Y-

MA 

To 4 To 

150 

     Dense and vigorous self-

seeded scrub on 

embankment.  

M C,1  

G3 Corsican pine 

(Pinus nigra) 

M To 

11 

Av. 

580 

     Trees growing on Royal 

Mail land. Lower elevation. 

Prominent landscape 

feature. Good form and 

vitality. No significant 

visible defects. Ivy-clad 

L B,1,2  

 

 

 

 



 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 2 

 

 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

  



 

       

The survey of trees is conducted from ground level only. The nature of the soils on site is not assessed. 

Trees are dynamic living organisms with a constantly changing structure; even trees in good condition can suffer from damage 

or stress. The information recorded is presented as being correct at the time of survey. 

The following features of each tree, group of trees or wood may have been recorded in the Arboricultural Survey Data Sheets at 

Appendix 1. 

 

Species    Common name and scientific name is given.  

 

Height    Top height of tree recorded in metres. 

 

Stem Diameter   For single-stemmed trees the measurement is taken at 1.5 metres above ground level and recorded in 

millimetres. 

For multi-stemmed trees an average all stems measured at 1.5m above ground level is used. 

For tree groups a range from minimum to maximum diameters is provided based on measurements 

taken using one of the aforementioned methods. 

 

Crown Spread   The N, S, E and W branch spreads are recorded in metres to provide a representative crown shape. 

 

First Significant   Crown clearance above ground level recorded in metres. 

Branch (FSB)  

. 

Age   Young   Trees that can reasonably be relocated or replaced like for like, without undue cost; 

Middle Age  Trees in the established growth stage of their life with the potential to continue increasing in size; 

Mature   Trees that have reached their ultimate size, given their location and surroundings; 

 

Comments   A brief evaluation and description of the tree with comments on form, vitality, health and any significant 

defects or symptoms of ill-health. 

 

BS 5837 Tree Quality Assessment 

 

The tree quality assessment is based on the Cascade Chart from of BS 5837:2012 (See below). Four 

categories (A, B, C and U) are used to denote tree quality (A= High, B = Moderate, C = Low, U= 

Unsuitable for retention). 

Subcategories (1-3) denote the specific function value of the trees and the reasoning behind the 

allocation of a specific category (the subcategories may be used in combination but do not accumulate 

collective weight). 

 

Root Protection Area (RPA) 

 

 RPA is allocated to ensure that a sufficient area is left undisturbed during development. It is provided 

as an area (m²) and as the radius of a circle (m) typically plotted from the centre of the stem. 

The RPA is calculated using a mathematical equation included in BS 5837:2012 (Section 4.6 and Table 

D.1) and is based on a trees stem diameter. In some cases the RPA may need to be adapted to best 

reflect the likely area and position of roots required to ensure survival; this may be based on criteria 

such as the tree’s condition, species, crown spread and any barriers to growth. Any alteration must be 

justifiable but is made at the Arboricultural Consultants discretion. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Recommendations for arboricultural works, etc. are based on the current land use, and take into 

account the tree or group attributes without bias to the proposed development. 

 

Safe Useful Life Expectancy (SULE) 

 

An estimation of the life expectancy as healthy functioning tree. This will be influenced by species and 

the condition of the tree at the time of survey. 

 

Long > 40 years 

Medium 20 – 40 years 

   Short less than 20 years 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

 

TEMPORARY TREE PROTECTIVE FENCING EXAMPLE 
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DRAWING 1 

 

 

TREE CONSTRAINTS PLAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAWING 2 

 

 

TREE IMPLICATIONS AND PROTECTION PLAN 

 


